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OMO-MURL E, a preliminary report 

HIEDA Osamu 

1. Introduction 
The Omo-Murle, who call themselves /murlo/ (pl.), and who are called 

Ngarich by the Nyangatom, now form one of the seven Nyangatom sub-groups, 
"territorial sections" (Torney, 1981a). They are scattered in the villages 
(Aepa, Kachule, Nachukul) along the western bank of the Omo River about 80km 

1 

upstream from the Lake Turkana in the extreme southwestern-corner of Ethiopia. 
All of them can speak the Nyangatom language (Eastern Nilotic). Moreover, 

all of them except for four old men and five old women speak the Nyangatom 
language as their first language. The Omo-Murle language will be soon 
absolutely extinct after the oldest generation dies out. Although most of them 
have no knowledge on the Omo-Murle language, some bear a small number of 
Omo-Murle words in their memory. The only four old men and five old women, 
three old men and an old woman of whom the author held directly an interview 
with, can communicate to each other by the Omo-Murle language. In fact the 
actual communication by the Omo-Murle language was frequently observed between 
the two old men who worked as informants with the author. 

The Omo-Murle people practice flood cultivation along the bank of the Omo 
River, with durra as a main crop. They also have cattle, goats and sheep. And 
now they live in the Nyangatom economic and social system. Nyangatom men marry 
Omo-Murle girls, but they give cattle to girls' fathers as bride wealth 
instead. The reverse match is, of course, possible, but the children who are 
born as the result of intermarriage are grown up at Nyangatom cattle camps in 
order to master the way of cattle keeping. The younger generation speaks more 
and more frequently the Nyangatom language, and the acquisition of the 
Omo-Murle language as a first language seldom happens. 

2. Omo-Murle and southwest Surma languages 
The Omo-Murle language is a variant of the Didinga-Larim-Murle languages, 

which belong to the southwest Surma languages within the Surmic languages 1n 
the Nila-Saharan phylum. The Didinga-Larim-Murle language group consists of 
the Didinga, the Larim (Longarim), the Murle, and the Omo-Murle languages. All 
of them except for the Omo-Murle language are spoken 
The Omo-Murle language only is spoken in Ethiopia. 
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in the southern Sudan. 
Bender states that the 
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sample of the Omo-Murle collected by Ivo Strecker (p.c.1973) shows little 
apparent divergence from that of Pibor Post examined by Lyth (Bender, 1976). 
The data collected by the author do not contradict the Bender's statement. 
Although the whole data do not show more apparent convergence between the 
Omo-Murle language and the Murle language spoken in Sudan than that between 
the Omo-Murle language, and the Didinga or the Larim languages, some examples 

· show enough convergence between the Omo-Murle and the Murle languages to 
suggest relatively closer relationship between them. 

The data on the Omo-Murle language were collected in my field research at 
Nachukul in March 1990, supported by the fund of the Ministry of Education, 
Japan. My field research on the Larim and Didinga languages was made at the 
Boya hill in the southern Sudan in October 1982. 

The days which I spent for my field research were too short to complete 
the comprehensive work on the Omo-Murle, the Larim and the Didinga languages. 
But this small report is of a little value, because there is no published data 
on the Omo-Murle language as far as I know, and because the Omo-Murle 
language is likely to die out soon. 

And this small report gives a story about the Omo-Murle history which was 
told by two old Omo-Murle men. To study this story as well as the linguistic 
consideration is very interesting for studing the Omo-Murle history. 

There are four groups of lexical items. The first group consists of the 
lexical items which show certain convergence between the Omo-Murle and the 
Murle languages among the southwest Surma languages. The second group consists 
of the lexical items which show the· similarity of the Omo-Murle form to the 
Didinga and Larim forms rather than to the Murle form. The third group 
consists of the lexical items which show the deviation of the Omo-Murle form 
from the other southwest Surma forms. The last group consists of the lexical 
items which show no apparent divergence between the Omo-Murle and the other 
southwest Surma forms. 

A) Some examples show certain convergence between the Omo-Murle and the Murle 
languages 1n the southwest Surma languages. 
1) all OM: 'duok 

Mu: <look Ly 
Di: velek Od 
La: VEle.k 

2) husband OM: (h)eet 
Mu: et Ly 
Di: mac (macwa) Dr 
La: maaca (maacu.a) 
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In the examples listed above the Omo-Murle and the Murle forms are of one 
common origin, while the Didinga and the Larim forms have the other 
common origrn. Al though the two examples show · apparent convergence 
between the Omo-Murle and the Murle languages, the lexical evidence is 
not so strong for language grouping. It is impossible to exclude deviance 
which was brought in by the researchers. 

3) two OM: ram 

4) long 

5) hair 

6) tree, 
wood 

7) red 

8) night 

9) throat 

Mu: 
Di: 
La: 
OM: 
Mu: 
La: 
OM: 
Mu: 
Di: 
La: 
OM: 
Mu: 
Di: 
La: 
OM: 

ram 
ramma , 
ramma 

' 

wuun 
wun Ly 
, , . 
UUill 
I' 
Im 

Ly 
TB 

imitaat (im or ima) 1 

emaac (ema) Od 
~matok Cerna) 
keet (keen) 
k££t (kE.en) Ly 
X£Et (x~~na) Od 
kHta (k£.ma) 2 

, , 
mar1 

Mu: men 

Di: mariki 
La: m~rfk 
OM: bal 

(merik) Ly 
(marikik) Dr 

Ly 

Mu: baal (baalinok) Ly 
Di: baalin (baalinyook) Od 
OM: logor 
Mu: logor (logoornya) Ly 
La: logoron (logorogeeta) 

The final vowel or final syllable tends to be lost frequently in the 
Murle language. The Didinga and Larim languages tend to maintain it. The 
Omo-Murle language loses the final vowel or final syllable, but less 
frequently than the Murle language does. In the process of the final 
syllable loss the Omo-Murle language is still in the middle stage between 
the Murle language, and the Didinga and the Larim languages. 
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10) one OM: codoi 
Mu: c-o'doi Ly 
Di: xodoi Dr 
La: 6d6i 

11) black OM: k6lf (dark) 
Mu: koli Ly 
Di: holi, hola Dr 
La: 6l(y)a 

The initial /k/ tends to be maintained in the Murle and Omo-Murle 
languages, while it is weakened into /x/ or /h/ in the Didinga langauge, 
and then is lost in the Larim language. 

12) crocodile OM: golu 
Mu: agul 
La: kugul 

(agulwa) Ly 
(kugulya) 

On the contrary the Omo-Murle and the Murle languages lose the initial 
/k/ or initial syllable in 12). The intial /k/, "movable k", is not very 
strong evidence for language grouping. 

13) feather OM: ribeec 
Mu: roobec (rJ~bfn) Ly 
Di: xaureec (xaur1) Od 
La: kavurec (kavure) 

In 13) the metathesis bVr > rVb takes place in the Murle and the 
Omo-Murle languages like as in the Koegu language among the southeast 
Surma languages. 3 

14) canoe OM: kovol 

15) iron 

Mu: kavol (kavolE.t) Ly 
La: kobotolu (kobo0ole(ta)) 
OM: dhiit 
Mu: dhiit (dhi ik). Ly 
Di: dhorogoic (dhorogo) Dr 
La: dhfgit (dhf) 

At the middle position, /g/ or / 0/, and /r/ tend to be lost in the 
Omo-Murle and the Murle languages. 

17) three OM: 11yu 
Mu: (h)iyu Ly 
Di: 

. ; 1yo Tu 
La: 

. ~ 1yo 
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18) pot OM: eJu 
Mu: 1Ju Cijunya) Ly 
Di: 1Jo Cijonya) Dr 
La: ijo Cijonya) 

The Omo-Murle and Murle /u/ corresponds to the Didinga and Larim /o/. 
19) rotten OM: am( 

20) hair 

Mu: mi Cammi, intr.) Ly 
La: 
OM: 
Mu: 

I amu 
I 
lffi 

imitaat Cim or ima) 
Cerna) Od 
Cerna) 

21) moon 

Di: emaac 
La: e~tok 
OM: nyoolok 

22) mouth 

Mu: ny:,:,bk / nyelok Cny~bw~ / ny,Ebwt) Ly 
Di: nyib:,k CnYib)lJ) Od 
La: ny1l:,k Cnyil~0l) 

OM: otok 
Mu: otok Ctugeti) Ly 
Di: utvk Cutugeeti) Od 
La: kut6k Ckutugeeti) 

23) river OM: leel 
Mu: lel Clelok) Ly 
Di: lil (lilok) Dr 
La: lil (lilyok) 

The Omo-Murle and Murle /i/, /i/, /o/, lo/, and /e/ correspond to the 
Didinga and Larim /u/, /e/, / :J /, /u/, and /I/ respectively. But the 
distinction of /i/: /I/, /u/: /u/, /e/: /£/, and /o/: /~/, which is 
naturally observed in the southwest Surma languages, is not recorded in 
the data on the Omo-Murle language. The Omo-Murle /e/ and /o/ in the data 
might represent /ti and/~/ respectively. 

24) goat OM: eedh 
Mu: £Edh CtEdha) Ly 
Di: f£th CEldha) Od 

r / / 
La: ££th C{£dha) 

The Omo-Murle and Murle /dh/ is not devoiced at the word-final position, 
while it is devoiced into /th/ in the Didinga and the Larim languages. 

25) fish OM: ulugit 
Mu: kulugit 
Di: 
La: 

ulugoic 
kulugoic 

Ckuluk) Ly 
Culugo) Od 
Ckulugwa) 4 
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The Omo-Murle and Murle forms have the same suffix which functions as a 
singularity indicator. But the choice of a suffix is not so strong 
criterion for language grouping, because various variants of singular and 
plural suffixes are quite freely affixed to a nominal· stem 1n the 
southwest Surma languages, and even 1n a language among them. 

26) personal OM: aneeta (~geeta) 1st. 
pronoun fneeta ([geeta) 2nd. 
abs. ecelice (worice) 3rd. 

Mu: aneta (aget) 1st. TB 
inft (ig~t) 2nd. 
n:m ') (n:::>g:>) 3rd. 

Di: 9anfta (9ageta) 1st. Dr 
9Jnita (3agita) 2nd. 
1nono (igogo) 3rd. 

La: an~ta (ageta) 1st. 
anfta (agfta) 2nd. 
rn5n.) (1n5g:,) 3rd. 

The vocalic elements /a/, /i/, and /e/ or /;r/ indicate 1st., 2nd., and 
3rd. person respectively in the southwest Surma languages. This vocalic 
pattern of the personal pronoun construction is clearly observed in the 
verb conjugation and the nominative personal pronouns. This pattern, 
however, is vague in the absolutive personal pronouns in the Didinga and 
the Larim languages, while it is clear·at the initial position of the 
absolutive personal pronouns in the Omo-Murle and Murle languages. 

B) Some examples show that the Omo-Murle form is similar to the Didinga and 
Larim forms rather than to the Murle form. 

27) seed OM: kinyomo 
Mu: dooc Ly 
Di: xinyomooc (xiny6m6) Od 
La: kiny6menft (kinyomo) 

(dowEn) 

The Omo-Murle, the Didinga and the Larim forms are of the common origin, 
from which the Murle form only has a different origin. 

28) who? OM: 9ane 
Mu: !Jfll 

29) bad 

Di: .9am 
La: .9m£ 
OM: bedhi 
Mu: badh 
Di: badhi 

Ly 
Dr 

(ab~dhi) 
(abadh) Ly 
(abadhi) Dr 
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30) cold OM: lale (al~le) 
Mu: lal (alal) Ly 
La: l~l.I. (alah:) 

31) small OM: ce 'dice 
Mu: ci dee Ly 
Di: ci kidici Dr 
La: ci did 

32) hot OM: bur! (aburf) 
Mu: bur (abur) Ly 
La: burf (abur!) 

33) light OM: valvale 
Mu: v.:,lv.:,l Ly 
La: 

, 
v.::>bv:,lf 

34) white OM: woori 
Mu: f:,:,r (fa:,rik) Ly 
Di: ora (orik) Dr 
La: / V.)r:, 

35) child OM: 'dooli 
Mu: 'dol-gc (' d.:>l) Tu 
Di: dot6le6c (d=>i 51"1) Od 
La: d?6h.c (dool i) 

36) to laugh OM: arere 
Mu: rar (arar) Ly 
Di: - ~ . tarar1 (laughter) Dr 
La: ararf 

The final vowel is maintained in the Omo-Murle language as well as in the 
Didinga and the Larim languages, while it is lost in the Murle language 
(cf. 3)~9)). 

37) _green, OM: colak 
wet Mu: colai (colaik) Ly 

Di: culak (culakik) Dr 
La: culak 

38) string OM: l66ro9 
Mu: looro (looronya) Ly 
Di: lo~o.9 (lorogi ta) Dr 
La: 1.50.9 ( br.:>.91.ta) 

The final consonant is lost in the Murle language, while the Omo-Murle 
language as well as the Didinga and the Larim languages maintain the 
final consonant (cf. 7)~9)). 
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39) fire OM: guo 
Mu: go (gonya) Ly 
Di: gwo6 (gwooyye~n) Od 
La: gw6 (gwonya) 

The glide /w/ or /u/ is lost in the Murle language, while it 1s 
maintained in the Omo-Murle language as well as in the Didinga and the 
La.rim languages. 

40) tongue OM: ayaat 
Mu: aat (aati) Ly 
Di: a6aat (aJaattwa) Od 
La: a0aat (ataatwa) 

At the middle position It! tends to be lost in the Murle language. 
However the Omo-Murle language maintains it as /y/, which corresponds to 
the Didinga and the La.rim It/ (cf. 14)~15)). 

41) small OM: c~ 'dice 

42) 

Mu: Cl dee Ly 
Di: ci kidici Dr 
La: ci did 

hunger OM: magedh 
Mu: magidh (magidheti) Ly 
Di: magtdh Dr 

The Omo-Murle, the Didinga and the Larim /i/ and /e/ or /E/ correspond to 
the Murle /e/ and /i/ respectively (cf. 19)~23)). 

C) Some examples show that the Omo-Murle form deviates from the Didinga and 
the Larim forms, and even from the Murle form. 
43) ear OM: idhiit 

Mu: Itat (iin) Ly 
Di: rt,t (itattwa) Od 
La: la.th (luna) 

The Omo-Murle form may have a different origin from the other southwest 
Surma forms (cf. 1)~2) and 27)). 

44) smoke OM: bur 
Mu: 
Di: 
La: 

burH 
bur{ 
burut 

(burftok) Ly 
(burettwa) Od 
(burutw,) 

The final vowel or syllable is lost only in the Omo-Murle language, while 
it is maintained in the other southwest Surma languages (cf. 3)~9) and 
28)~36)). 
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45) breast OM: adhiit 
Mu: kedh (kedhin) Ly 

I I' 
La: krdh1t (ktdhtn) 

The initial /k/ is lost only in the Orno-Murle language, while the Murle 
and the Larirn languages maintain it (cf. 10)~12)). 

46) four OM: woic 
Mu: wee Ly 
Di: wee Tu 
La: 

, 
wee 

47) baboon OM: lotern 
Mu: lotiirn Ooti ima) Ly 
Di: 1- .L otlrn Ootfma) Dr 
La: lotfrn (lotirna) 

48,) bird OM: kubalft (kubalfc) 
Mu: kibaalic (kibaali) Ly 
Di: kfballec (kfballe) Tu 
La: 

, / 

ktbab:c (k.r.balf) 
49) charcoal OM: dhil 

Mu: dholomon (dh:>bm:>) Ly 
I 

(dholomo) Di: dholomonit Dr 
La: dh.:> brn:Sn'I.t (dh:>brn:,) 

50) milk OM: I I . 
llrl 

Mu: 1raooc Cira) Ly 
,.J. 

, 
Di: 1ra (irayok) Dr 
La: I 1rya 

51) good OM: bon6 
Mu: bona Ly 
Di: bon', Dr 
La: boni 

52) back OM: bouc 
Mu: bauc (bauci) Ly 
Di: bahuc (bahucwa) Dr 
La: bauc (batfci) 

The Omo-Murle /oi/, /el, /u/, /i/, Ii/, and lo/ correspond to the other 
southwest Surma /el, /i/, Ii/ or I I/, lo/ or /::;/, /a/, and /a/ 
respectively (cf. 17)~23) and 41)~42)). 

53) bee OM: I , 
rnagaro 

Mu: migoot (rnig.:,k) Ly 
Di: magot (rnaga) Dr 
La: 

. , . 
m1gocr1t (rnigowa) 
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54) blood OM: ber 
Mu: biyetot (biye) Ly , 
Di: b'TyT Dr ,. 
La: biyI 

The Omo-Murle /r/ corresponds to the other southwest Surma /y/, /J/ or 
IHI. 

55) face OM: wuum 
Mu: .9uum 
Di: mum 
La: muma 

The Omo-Murle /w/ corresponds 
the Larim /m/. 

(9uumti) Ly 
(mumti) Dr 
(mumtf) 
to the Murle /3/, and to the Didinga and 

56) heart OM: dhiit 
Mu: dhinidh (dhindheti) Ly 
Di: dhrn:tt (dhinneeti) Od 
La: dhinfn (dhineeti) 

At middle position the nasal /n/ is lost only in the Omo-Murle language, 
while the other southwest Surma languages maintain it. 

57) house OM: ceeth 
Mu: ceedh (ceedhi) Ly 
Di: cy£dh (cy~dhi) Dr 
La: cffth (ciidhi) 

At the word-final position the Omo-Murle /th/ corresponds to the other 
southwest Surma /dh/, although the Larim form which has the voiceless 
/th/ at word-final position is recorded. 

D) Some examples show no apparent divergence between the Omo-Murle and the. 
other southwest Surma forms. 

58) cow, OM: tag 
cattle Mu: ta9 (tiin) Ly 

Di: taa9 (tiina) Od 
La: 

, 
(teena) ta3a 

59) my father OM: baaba 
Mu: baaba Ly 
Di: baba Dr 

60) fingernail OM: falak 5 

Mu: valait (valak) Ly 
Di: walagit (walak) Dr 
La: bala[ t Cbala.k) 
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61) grass OM: art~ 
Mu: arten (artf.) Ly 
Di: arrteenit (arrte) Od 
La: karten!t (karte) 

62) name OM: dhaar 
Mu: dhaar Ly 
Di: dhaar (dhaaryook) Od 
La: dhaara (dhaara) 

63) rarn OM: tamu 
Mu: tamu (tamunya) Ly 
Di: tamV ( tarnrnw££.ta) Od 
La: / / tamu (tamwena) 

64) sandal OM: caafa 5 

Mu: caavit (caava) Ly 
L. / 

Di: cawac (cawa) Dr 
La: caabf..t (caaba) 

65) rope OM: waaro 5 

Mu: baroc (bar:,) Ly 
Di: baroc (baro) Dr 
La: baroc (baro) 

66) water OM: maam 
Mu: maarnoc (rnaam) Ly 
Di: 

, 
(rnaamittyook) Od maarn 

La: 
, 

maam 
67) woman, OM: .9a 

wife Mu: .9a (.9ai) Ly 
Di: _gaa (9aar.) Od 
La: ga (gaI.) 

The correspondence is; OM /a/ : Mu /a/ or /a/ Di /a/ La /a/. 
68) many OM: meele 

Mu: mf.i.l f._. Ly 
Di: mf.l ik Dr 
La: 

, 
mtl !. 

69) axe OM: meleek 
Mu: md£tk (me.ltz. kwa) 
Di: mt..lHk (meleekkwa) Od 
La: / md~k (melegw,) 
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70) 

71) 

72) 

73) 

74) 

75) 

body OM: ele (elecin) 
Mu: fl~ (~leti) Ly 
Di: ~lt (eleeti) Od 
La: ElE (eleeti) 

stomach OM: kee9 
Mu: kf9 (kegit) Ly 
Di: Xf!} (xrnti) Dr 
La: k££3a (kee9ti) 

stone OM: be 
Mu: bt. (bitn) Ly 
Di: b~t (bryy{wa) Od 
La: bi{ (bfy6n) 

The correspondence is; OM /e/ : the other southwest 
Omo-Murle /e/ may also represent/£/. 

skin OM: caram 
Mu: CEram (cE.rama) Ly 
Di: CUf.m (cu-&mwa) Dr 
La: 

, , 
(ceremw~) Ct.r£..Jll 

man OM: eet 
Mu: et 
Di: £it (£Eta) Od 
La: 

,, 
(E.Ha) Ezt 

The correspondence is; OM /a/ or /e/ : Mu -/ £/ or /e/ · 
hand OM: adhi it 

Mu: adhi it (edhfn) · Ly 
Di: adhiit (adhdhtn) Od 
La: adhi (adhrma) 

76) meat OM: i' dig 
Mu: idi9 (idi) Ly 
Di: id[9 (idi99wa) Od 
La: kfdfB (kidigwa) 

Surma/£/. But the 

Di, La /e/. 

The correspondence is; OM /i/: the other southwest Surma /i/. 
77) tooth OM: nyigit 5 

Mu: nyigitaat (nyigit) , 
Di: nyrgitaat (nyigit) Od 
La: nyigftaat (nyfgft) 

78) spear OM: dela 
Mu: dila 
Di: 'dtl~ 
La: d.1la 

(di lanya) Ly 
(drlanynya) Od 
(d:I.lanya) 
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The correspondence is; OM /i/ or /e/: Mu /i/ 
/e/ might represent /I/ (cf. 19)~23)). 

79) foot OM: dhooc 

80) hoe 

Mu: dhoc 
Di: dhoic 
La: dhoc 
OM: kolyeec 

(dh:>) Ly 
(dho) Dr 
(dh6) 

Mu: k~lyac (kJlyaanEn) Ly 
Di: kola{c (kolena) Dr 
La: kolyaic (kolyanyene) 

The correspondence is; OM /o/: Mu /o/ or/~/ 
81) head OM: wo 

82) ten 

83) to sleep 

84) leaf 

85) urrne 

Mu: :) (oti) Ly 
Di: :) :) (ooti) Od 
La: ✓'' , :>.:> ,.,wa (II' . ) oot1 
OM: hamato 
Mu: 

... 
TB '.)m")t :> 

Di: 
.. 

?m:>t:> TB 
La: , " :>m:>tJ 
OM: to9u 
Mu: ta]U (o!}) Ly 
Di: - ..tk (sleep) Dr onya 
La: 

, 
?_gz.. 

OM: bolo (boloi) 
Mu: b.:>loitot (b:>bk) 
Di: bol6ginit (bolok) 
La: balMt (bab) 
OM: dholo 
Mu: dh:>l:> Ly 
Di: xula Dr 
La: dh51~ 

Ly 
Dr 

Di, La /I/. The Omo-Murle 

Di /o/ La /o/. 

The correspondence is; OM /o/ or /a/: Mu/~/ or /a/: Di /J/ or /o/ La 
/:::J/. The Omo-Murle lo/ and /a/ might represent/:;/ (cf. 19)~23)). 

86) five OM: tur 
Mu: tur TB 
Di: ttir TB 
La: tur 

The correspondence is; OM /u/: Mu /u/: Di /u/: La /u/. 
The small amount of data does not give reliable evidence that the 

Omo-Murle language forms a more closely related group with the Murle language 
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than with the other southwest Surma languages. For instance the 
correspondences of the vowels and the consonants listed above do. not show any 
systematic phonological changes that take place both in the Omo-Murle and the 
Murle languages. The "movable k" is not useful for language grouping at all. 
However, the metathesis bVr > rVb, which happens on an unknown condition, 
takes place only in the Omo-Murle and the Murle languages. And the Omo~Murle 
and the Murle languages have the unique construction of the absolutive 
personal pronouns among the southwest Surma languages. Moreover, the final 
vowel or final syllable tends to be lost most frequently 1n the Murle 
language. The Didinga and the Larim languages tend to maintain it. The 
Omo-Murle language loses the final vowel or final syllable, but less 
frequently than the Murle language·does. All of the southwest Surma languages 
have more or less a tendency to 
the phenomenon of the final 

lose the final vowel or final syllable. Since 
vowel or final syllable loss takes place 

independently in each language, it does not give strong evidence for language 
grouping. 

The data do not show very apparent convergence between the Omo-Murle and 
the Murle languages except for some instances. But the metathesis bVr - rVb 
and the construction of the absolutive personal pronouns show some convergence 
between the Omo-Murle and the Murle languages, and give small evidence that 
the Omo-Murle is more closely related to the Murle language than to the other 
southwest Surma languages. 

3. Omo-Murle history 
The two old men, who are named Aepa and !keno, narrated a short story on 

the Omo-Murle history. They spoke it in the Burne language. The following text 
1s translated into English by a Burne interpreter. 

Aepa and !keno said; 
The people came to this area 6

• They mixed together with the Burne people. 
All of them, who understood the stories were dead. But we do not understand 
all of them. The old people became dead, and they made new people. Then they 
became dead. That is, the first people died, and the others died again. When 
the old people became dead, I was young. From that time I was speaking only 
the Burne language, and I know only a little story. 

The Nyipeta came, and the other Nyipeta were behind there. The Nyipeta 
lived in the Nyijie. They divided into two parts. The young men and girls came 
here, and the old men and women stayed there. When they came here, they came 
directly to the Ngkapung 7

• They mixed together with the Ngkapung at this side 
of the river 8

• They had only donkeys. They brought the donkeys from the 
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Nyipeta in the Nyijie to the Ngkapung. When they came to the Ngkapung, the 
Geleb (Dasenech) people took all of their donkeys. When the Geleb people took 
the donkeys, the Ungarich people followed the footprints of the donkeys. When 
the Ungarich people asked the Geleb where the donkeys were, they did not give 
answer to the Ungarich. When the Ungarich came back, they asked the 
Ngilingakol to take the dokeys from the Geleb 9

• The Ngilingakol told the Geleb 
to give back the donkeys to the Ungarich. The Geleb people gave back the 
dokeys to the Ungarich. The Ungarich people moved and crossed a river. 

The Ungarich people crossed the Karkoreng10
• They came to this side. They 

came to the Murkapel 11
• At that time they met with the Hamar at the Murkapel. 

The Hamar, when they saw the Ungarich, moved. They gave their place to the 
Ungarich, and moved to another place. The Ungarich stayed at the Murkapel. 
They took some cattle, goats and sheep from the Hamar. They stayed for a long 
time at the Murkapel. And then they moved again. 

· The Ungarich people crossed the Kiso river, that stony river which is 
located on the way to Turmi 12

• They came to the Murle, where the Hunting 
Office is located. They stayed there. They had the two main places of them, 
Kuma and Murie. The one is Kuma. The other is Murie near the Hunting Office. 
That is Aepa. They had the Aepa at that side13

• At that time when they stayed 
at the Murle, they became a lot of people. At that time the Muguji (Koegu) 
people lived near Nauamur 14

• There were no Kara people. The Mursi people lived 
there. All the land was controlled by the Mursi people. The Ungarich people 
went fighting with the Mursi. The Mursi people escaped from there. The 
Ungarich people took the land. 

Q: Had the ancestors any different groups like the Nyangatom "territorial 
sections•, ngiteala? 

Aepa and Ikeno said; 
They had ngiteala. They were Ibbo, Tangajon, 

b' oori, that is, Arai chi b' oori (=white beans), 
and Araat. Now we have only one group. 

Bor chi mari, Bor chi chi 
Bor chi cholak, Ninpaachi, 

This story says that the Omo-Murie have their origin in the Nyipeta in 
the Nyijie. The name Nyipeta is very similar to Kapeta, Epeita, or Kapeita by 
which the Murie at Pibor Post are called. The Nyijie is supposed to be the 
Jiye, an offshoot of the Jie (Eastern Nilotic), who live near the Boma Plateau 
in Sudan. The Jiye and the Murie are neighboring in the same area. The 
Omo-Murle people memorise the clan names Ibbo and Tangajon, which are the same 
ones that the Murle at Pibor Post have. From these fact it is certain that the 
Omo-Murie originated from the Murie at Pibor Post. 
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When the Omo-Murle moved to the Omo area from Sudan, they crossed the Omo 
river to the eastern bank. The point of their crossing the river is supposed 
to have been far south, since they were encountered by the Geleb there. They 
had a contact with the Ngkapung, a Nyangatom "territorial section" at first. 
Next they had a contact with the Ngilingakol, a Nyangatom "territorial 
section". This story may reflect their real historical events or their present 
relationship with the Nyangatom "territorial sections". 

The Omo-Murle moved upstream or to uplands along the eastern bank of the 
Omo river, and were encountered by the Hamar. There was fighting between them. 
The Omo-Murle won the fighting and occupied the land. They took some cattle, 
goats and sheep from the Hamar. This story says that the Omo-Murle made cattle 
raids on the Hamar. 

And again the Omo-Murle moved upstream up to Nauamur, where the Hunting 
Office is now located. Their main territory was located there at the eastern 
bank of the Omo river. They called the place Aepa. But now after fighting 
with the Kara people, they live on the western bank of the river. And now they 
call the place at the western bank of the river Aepa. 

4. Cocluding remarks 
Lewis (1972) says that the Murle at Pibor Post say that they moved down 

the Omo river to Lake Turkana, and that there is still a Murle village 
mentioned by various travellers on the Omo 15

• The Omo-Murle, however, are -not 
the people who were left behind by the Murle. If the Omo-Murle were the people 
who had been left behind by the Murle, they could not memorise the name of the 
Nyijie who live in Sudan. And the Omo-Murle bear the detail route to their 
present residential area from Sudan in their memories. 

From the linguistic point of view, if the Omo-Murle were the people who 
had been left behind by the Murle, the Omo-Murle language would be most 
divergent from the other southwest Surma languages. And since the Murle, 
the Didinga and the Larim separated in Sudan after they moved from Ethiopia, 
if Lewis's statement is true, these languages must have shown any convergence. 
But the data collected by the author show that the Omo-Murle language 1s 
relatively closer to the Murle language than to the other southwest Surma 
languages. Roughly speaking, the Omo-Murle and the Murle languages make one 
linguistic group, and the Didinga and the Larim languages make another 
linguistic group. This fact suggests that the Omo-Murle language separated 
from the Murle language after the Murle, the Didinga and the Larim langauges 
separated in Sudan. The history narrated by the two old men is attested by the 
linguistic data. 
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Abbreviation 

Notes 

Di: Didinga 
Mu: Murle 
Dr: Driberg, 1931 
Od: Odden, 1983 
TB: Tucker & Bryan, 1966 

La: Larim 
OM: Omo-Murle 
Ly: Lyth, 1971 
Tu: Tucker, 1952 

1. The final vowel is dropped in the plural forms both in the Omo-Murle and 
the Murle languages. But the variant form in the Murle language maintains 
the final vowel. 

2. The final vowel is dropped in the plural forms both in the Omo-Murle and 
the Murle lanugages. The Didinga language loses the final vowel in the 
singular form. 

3. cf. Fleming, 1983, p.542. 
4. The "movable k" is maintained both in the Murle and the Larim languages. 

The "movable k" is not a strong evidence for language grouping. 
5. The form may be the plural form in the Omo-Murle language. 
6. This means the Omo area. 
7. The Ngkapung is one of the seven Nyangatom "territorial sections". 
8. This means the eastern bank of the Omo river. 
9. The Ngilingakol is one of the seven Nyangatom "territorial sections". 
10. The Karkoreng is not identified. 
11. The Murkapel is not identified. 
12. The Kiso river is not identified. 
13. This means the eastern bank of the Omo river. 
14. Nauamur is a place name, which is also called Murle. 
15. cf. Lewis, 1972, p.22. 
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